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Background

n By 2017 we had already moved to EMA
§ Policy to submit online and prepare feedback within 3 weeks
§ Facilitated by a bespoke development of our Student Records System (SITS)

n Students generally satisfied:
§ i.e. no need to travel, queue, pay for printing or wait months for feedback

n However, markers found the system slow to use and inflexible leading to:
§ Many requests for additional functions
§ Reduction in feedback quantity some areas
§ Practice of annotating scripts disappearing
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Scoped new project

n Set out to provide markers with better tools

n Working group prioritised requirements

§ e.g. group work, feedback editing, bulk download, script annotation

n Reviewed technical options

n Strongest was Moodle and a bespoke integration with SITS

n Also offered integration with other assessment tools/submission types

n Opportunities for various reports
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Project Objectives

1. Migrate the setting of assessment, online submission, marking and return 
of feedback with provisional grades to Moodle.

2. Develop a software bridge between SITS and Moodle to enable seamless 
integration of assessment data.

3. Build management information reports related to assessment.

4. Provide academics and professional staff with communication, training 
and support to successfully make the transition to the new system.
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Approach to change management

n Early and ongoing dialogue with key stakeholders
n Appropriate project governance 
n Presentations/demos of planned solutions
n Pilots in every subject community
n Mandatory training for all academics
n Development of online guidance
n Ensured a skilled network of user support
n Responded quickly to teething issues and user feedback after ‘go live’



How does it work in 
practice?
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1. Online Module Guide
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2. Assessment Brief
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2. Assessment Brief

Having the option to set a variety of submission types to suit the needs for the 
assessment. 
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3.- 6. Connecting Systems 
Together
n Assessments go through a Scrutiny Process at 

Course Level

n The applying of ‘SITS Link Codes’ to connect 
Student Records system and Moodle

n Automated processes start to begin such as 
extensions, Turnitin settings, grading scale, 
feedback release date, module guide information
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7. Student Declaration

n Can view assessment 
briefs online in assignment 
point and module guide

n Students can upload their 
submissions

n All agree to a University 
submission statement
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8. Grading and Feedback
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Markers can use 
online annotation 
tools

8. Providing Feedback
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Key benefits

n Academic Colleagues:
§ Assessment tools that are significantly more flexible
§ Up to 5x faster to input grades and feedback

n Students:
§ Learning and assessment activity all in one place
§ System clearer and easier to use, e.g. dues dates in timeline
§ For some communities, return of annotated scripts 
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Key benefits

n Professional Services:
§ Moodle user logs to investigate incidents
§ Learning Technology Team’s profile sustainably raised

n Other:
§ More streamlined process for setting assessment
§ Use of Moodle has massively increased
§ Improved NSS results (e.g. 13.1% ahead of sector average for timely feedback)
§ Management reports showing status of setting assessment, student submission 

and timeliness of feedback return at any level
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Thank you!


